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5. Report
5.1 Proposed Executive Summary
Thunderstorms and incessant monsoon rainfalls are the cause of many natural disasters
including floods in Malaysia. The damages and losses due to floods are so immense that
billions of ringgit has been spent for salvages and recoveries. Even though the
government has provided various flood mitigation measures but flooding still occur
frequently especially if the systems related are not designed properly. A non structural
measure strategy is proposed to help to reduce these damages. Identification of flood
prone areas would assist the relevant agencies in issuing a timely warning to victims in
the affecting areas. In addition, for an integrated flood monitoring measure, the use of
alternative rainfall measurement system such as weather radar is considered crucial to
complement areas inaccessible to rain-gauges. In addition, by using develop model flood
occurrence can be monitored more closely.
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5.2 Enhanced Executive Summary
(Abstract of the research)
There are many types of natural hazard occuring in the world and one of it is flood. The
main cause of flooding is heavy rainfall and the conditions worsened with the release of
water from dam and the tidal effects. In October 2003, the rising of flood waters that had
reached danger levels in several areas in Northern Peninsular Malaysia had caused the
evacuation of about 17,000 people and was claimed to be the worst compared to the
previous event. The focus of this study is to model and simulate the river system by
integrating with radar rainfall estimates using Infoworks RS and based on the increasing
water level resulted from the model and simulation, inundation areas can be generated
using GIS and area or villages that are likely to be inundated in the event of rise of water
level can be known. Muda River cross section, and weather rainfall data were used for
flood simulation using Infoworks RS while, aerial photo, topography map and water level
of Pinang River were used in the development of digital elevation model (DEM) and flood
analysis using ArcGIS 9.3 software. Results from the developed model have shown either
the water in the river will overflow or not due to the event occured and the inundated area
also can be identified. The simulated flood inundation areas would facilitate the relevant
agencies to make predictions on the degree of severity of flood damages in the affected
areas.
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